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Home  Baking Recipes

Upside Down Strawberry Cake
BY: Nagi PUBLISHED: 11 Aug '17 UPDATED: 21 Nov '19

 78 Comments

RECIPE  VIDEO  DOZER 

This Upside Down Strawberry Cake is jam packed with three whole punnets of

strawberries! To say this is bursting with fresh strawberry flavours is an

understatement. Grab your wooden spoon and mixing bowl – it’s time to get

baking!
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There are two conspiracies in my life that remain unexplained:

The Great Sock Conspiracy: How my washing machine seems to eat a single

sock from every load I do; and

The Disappearing Strawberries Conspiracy: How you can pack 750g / 1.5 lb

of fresh strawberries into a cake, but when it comes out of the oven, it looks

like just a fraction are left.

https://adclick.g.doubleclick.net/pcs/click?xai=AKAOjsuwDXljQkcSTqSIjMXFvMX2uVFT0ngD272EFG309V1yN7FEgBSmjcUHZF2X1EYG9AxxmrdxdMup-RiTI-bpv_y509pAbh8hNQskxaEC9fpRKoijQ9AV5xOnzdZbJkDpOzb8qcXjZOnuGtNG24G4gsdCwjDpWcNBN6RFzwr3hAZVut-Qo0CjACM9BbvACfH5fCVC7E3StT5larVI7m9NEcVekFmPIFWu4iMltXdcBB6oO52Hm22w39KdddU5fBljEU1XtfJUsHAihvSXZHUR7zAY3lGQAC26x3KOcgCm3NwWcXzy7WoGx3zOfkbAOQXv4b11gKoUNEyK24ExrAbRG8Lz798r9kw19kYmoqDY0PRPn8jyGjR8M8letzHs3l1MXGDqm0wq5UwdPT4_IGLL1kiKJ2obZshED64qZhXOshYugtkrfA4dtTTb4NxSHxfRxCcE6C0Ug4ugNP-HyQT925EaQkrN4gw2-HaQiPjJOcHqQs6ZqqACjsAUgfr2y0SmeYyJx4tDiuisX9MxMfW9tmu7Duw2PVdWiRlEuaN59vJkEWgJ7CRR9QSqt_-NfPpO7NEYWz7-ZXglwzCMJVRZE3Nv6Mo5gZL0ae_LIOKZbEw4Slw3UuSpLhzXyXIGOmM1pzyq6waxDu0p_BwVKkmR4KCuxyAtVpIHQlbemGGRTPgb3WWgltSVsoZMqHPCJVgQ-CMAhX3yQhlpgW2qztwGBXGpLwCbTu83trk19kry3JILE0mSSVWR3wCuGQAHlssAg7pLCTM7HW2VQ-T8JYO9dywBPkBQ7madJYbTCFfvlq84lozxxxZJZeBREVz1DqnaDJh33uIjVGJ_xRt8-EjkVV6Jhwo87qxeeTMHXsC_9EsBnEiw4TkR2rjoMbDyO5Jqr8pVWBVWLta9ygCB7_DN2efJEuQl5rdc3WutQmsyg7Tkc_AUeS6C65qgzubovxsTwDLp_uJ321XGR_ZxDOQxY1J2aVgCn_DtYgkMGIKqFCEVF9tnC-_9kQDag7Ob4UJb793EriEsOu9dfjBItMfZ4V_I0zxlSogA6RL2IzlEXUwPF6swenEyxzNVAOAS3XFBipO8LtJlYRmBnF2yw1vefqhWvA&sai=AMfl-YTrVsNYlI3ZjC2ds5CTzlXlL_eao5MXrfiUt7EyrA1eY0DttI9blTUIduZGuInwMh8Rf3WAbgHlHHYjmYJRcBbt5owL-WQOPkV3NHI5rI-2ufAZGvuF-PJUtD9nCENY5qdLwwum74DLEe_YzcnX2EGM7fyogsxN60uHshjvfffVBJ-KNWTAqqXAFmCWtctoKl6SotTYprU6pjhsfpXI-gz2gETvNd3Q7tq_8oORsBH05ge74YN5&sig=Cg0ArKJSzAW_8n4rELbl&urlfix=1&adurl=https://www.fairwork.gov.au/small-business-showcase?dclid=%25edclid!
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I have no rationale explanation for either. For The Sock Conspiracy, thoughts

have passed about an arrangement between sock makers and washing machine

manufacturers. I’m also convinced my washing machine talks to my dryer – “Hey,

mate, I didn’t get to the sock, you got it?” To which my Dryer responds, “Yeah

mate, I’ll take care of it.”

As for the Strawberry Conspiracy…. Well, I must confess I didn’t apply much

thought to it. I just kept adding more strawberries. More, more, more! Until I was

happy with how much strawberry was visible in the cake.

And the end result? 3 WHOLE PUNNETS of strawberries ended up in the cake. 3,

three, THREE!!! (That’s 1.5 lb / 750g for those who aren’t here Down Under.)
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And you know what? Chopping all those strawberries is probably the part of this

recipe that requires the most effort. That’s a ALOT of strawberries.

Get through that, and the rest of this Strawberry Upside Down Cake is a breeze.

!

For fellow baking nerds, here was my thinking about this recipe: The conundrum

I grappled with was that in order for a cake to have great strawberry

flavour using only fresh strawberries, you need a LOT of strawberries. However,

strawberries have loads of liquid in them, so there was only so much that I could

mix into the batter without compromising the crumb of the cake.

So what I decided to do was to make an upside down cake and jam pack loads

of strawberries into the base of the pan.
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Baking Nerd talk continued…… For the base (that flips to become the surface), I

added sugar and butter, and tossed the strawberries in cornflour to make it

“jammy” (I got that idea from my Fresh Strawberry Bars). Without these steps, the

strawberries just turned into mush.

Then I used the batter from my Blueberry Lemon Loaf which is a fairly dense,

extremely moist yoghurt based cake. I found that using a lighter cake, like a

traditional sponge or even the batter from Dorothy’s Famous Apple Cake,

couldn’t hold up to the extreme amount of juices that seeped from the large

volume of strawberries I used.

Also, using a thicker batter allowed for strawberry pieces to be suspended

throughout the cake. In one version, they all sank to the base during baking!

https://recipetineats.com/fresh-strawberry-bars/
https://recipetineats.com/blueberry-lemon-loaf/
https://recipetineats.com/easy-apple-cake-recipe/
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Bake, flip, brush with jam to pretty it up, then voila!
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When this is baking, it smells like you’re making strawberry jam and baking a

vanilla cake. It’s impossible not to be in a good mood when your house smells

like that.

But that moment when you flip it – that tops it.

And that moment when you cut it – that tops it again.

But the ultimate utopia is that moment when you take the first bite.

That sticky strawberry top. The fresh bursts of strawberry inside. That vanilla

sponge that’s so incredibly moist, you don’t need a dollop of cream for the side

(though it never hurts).
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How could this sight not make you SMILE?! 

"

 – Nagi xx

MORE STRAWBERRY RECIPES 

## ##

Strawberry Cheesecake

Chocolate Covered Strawberries

Fresh Strawberry Bars

Strawberry Crumble

Strawberry Ice Cream (No Churn)

https://recipetineats.com/strawberry-cheesecake/
https://recipetineats.com/chocolate-covered-strawberries/
https://recipetineats.com/fresh-strawberry-bars/
https://recipetineats.com/strawberry-crumble/
https://recipetineats.com/strawberry-ice-cream-no-churn/
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HUNGRY FOR MORE?  Subscribe to my newsletter and follow along on Facebook,

Pinterest and Instagram for all of the latest updates.

Upside Down Strawberry Cake
 Author: Nagi   Prep: 20 mins   Cook: 50 mins   Total: 1 hr 10 mins   Sweet Baking

 Servings 12  Tap or hover to scale

 Print  

To say this is bursting with fresh strawberry flavour is an understatement! There are 3 whole

4.8 from 10 votes

973
6

https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/%23
https://www.recipetineats.com/wprm_print/recipe/22672
https://recipetineats.ck.page/6f68ed0a2d
https://www.facebook.com/RecipeTinEats
http://www.pinterest.com/recipetin/
http://instagram.com/recipe_tin
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/&t=Upside%20Down%20Strawberry%20Cake
mailto:?subject=Upside%20Down%20Strawberry%20Cake&body=https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/
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punnets of strawberries in this. No stand mixer required - just a wooden spoon. The cake is a

moist yoghurt cake that holds up to the extraordinary amount of juices that the strawberries

drop while baking. Recipe VIDEO below.

Ingredients

STRAWBERRIES:

DRY:

WET:

GLAZE:

Instructions

750 g/ 1.5 lb strawberries , ripe

1 tbsp cornflour / cornstarch

2 tbsp plain white flour (all purpose flour)

50 g / 3 tbsp unsalted butter , melted

1/4 cup brown sugar , packed

1 3/4 cups / 265g plain white flour (all purpose flour)

1 cup / 220g white sugar , preferably caster/superfine

2 tsp baking powder

Pinch of salt

1 cup plain yoghurt (preferably not low fat)

3 eggs

2 tsp vanilla extract or essence

1/2 cup / 125 ml vegetable oil (or canola)

2 tbsp strawberry jam

Preheat oven to 180C/350F. Butter and line a 20 - 22 cm / 8 - 9" springform pan with

parchment paper.

Slice about 2/3 of the strawberries about 4 mm / 1/6" thick until you have 3 cups of

slices. Place in a bowl, add cornflour, toss.

Chop the rest into about 1.25 / 1/2" pieces (~ 2 cups) and put in a separate bowl. Add

flour, toss.

Place butter and brown sugar in cake pan. Mix and spread out across base.

Spread strawberry SLICES over base of cake pan.

Place batter Dry ingredients in a large bowl, whisk.
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 Recipe Notes:
1. STORING: The top of the cake "sweats" over time and that lovely shine and red strawberry

colour (about 12 hours+) on the surface will fade a bit. To freshen it up, just brush with more

jam and it will look as good as new!

2. I know this goes without saying, but the riper the strawberries, the better the cake flavour.

Also, if you use unripe strawberries you may find the cake lacks a bit of sweetness. So you

may wish to use an extra 1/2 cup of sugar in the batter.

3. For fellow baking nerds: Please refer to notes in post for logic for how I arrived at this

recipe. 

!

4. Nutrition per slice, assuming 12 slices (they are pretty large!)

1234567 Place Wet ingredients in a bowl, whisk

until combined.

8 Add Wet ingredients into the Dry

ingredients. Mix with a wooden spoon

until flour is incorporated - a few lumps is

fine.

9 Spread just over half the batter over the

strawberry slices.

10 Scatter over most of the chopped

strawberries. Top with remaining batter

and remaining strawberries.

11 Bake for 50 minutes, or until a skewer inserted comes out clean (20cm/8" pan takes

closer to 60 minutes). The top will be a deep golden brown.

12 Remove sides and place on a rack to cool for 1.5 hours.

13 Carefully flip the cake onto a serving platter. Remove base and peel off paper (use

knife to help if required).

14 Place jam in a small bowl. Microwave for 15 seconds, mix until smooth. Brush over top

of cake.

15 Cool cake completely before serving.
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NUTRITION INFORMATION: Serving: 162g Calories: 382kcal (19%)

DID YOU MAKE THIS RECIPE?
I love hearing how you went with my recipes! Tag me on Instagram at @RecipeTinEats.

WATCH HOW TO MAKE IT

Upside Down Strawberry Cake recipe video! Baby Hands are back……

https://www.instagram.com/recipe_tin/
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Upside Down Strawberry Cake

LIFE OF DOZER

Minding the cake as it cools….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81JAF5E0Txg
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And I was waiting for that moment he stood up and the cake went flying……

$
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PREVIOUS POST

Sesame Noodles

NEXT POST

Homemade Cream of Chicken Soup

Hi, I'm Nagi!
I believe you can make great food with everyday ingredients even if you’re short on

time and cost conscious. You just need to cook clever and get creative!

https://www.recipetineats.com/sesame-noodles/
https://www.recipetineats.com/homemade-cream-chicken-soup/
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RELATED POSTS

READ MORE

FREE RECIPE EBOOKS
Join my free email list to receive THREE free cookbooks!

First name

Email address

SIGN UP!

http://www.recipetineats.com/about-me/
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Crumpet recipe

https://www.recipetineats.com/crumpet-recipe/
https://www.recipetineats.com/crumpet-recipe/
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Famous Byron Bay Chocolate Chip Cookies
(crunchy 2 weeks!)

https://www.recipetineats.com/famous-byron-bay-chocolate-chip-cookies/
https://www.recipetineats.com/famous-byron-bay-chocolate-chip-cookies/
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Sandwich Bread WITHOUT yeast

Logged in as Nagi. Log out?

MORE BAKING RECIPES

LEAVE A COMMENT

https://www.recipetineats.com/sandwich-bread-without-yeast-quick-easy/
https://www.recipetineats.com/sandwich-bread-without-yeast-quick-easy/
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/profile.php
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-login.php?action=logout&redirect_to=https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/&_wpnonce=458f2d136c
https://www.recipetineats.com/category/baking-recipes/
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Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment.

SUBMIT COMMENT

78 COMMENTS

Cooked this? Rate this recipe!

COMMENT: *

Ivan Colon
JUNE 16, 2020 AT 4:04 AM (EDIT)

Hello Nagi,

I love your site and read it religiously. Your tips and recipes are always spot on.

I made this cake and was a bit disappointed in the results. I think it has more to

do with my cooking than the recipe, but thought that these thoughts may be

helpful to others.

I used the 8″ Springform pan and I think it would be better in a larger pan. It took

considerably longer in the oven as well. I also had problems with the juice

leaking out. Make sure you line your oven!

The condition and type of strawberries is key. I used a store brand that were ripe

and in season SOMEWHERE” but not local. We get a lot of strawberries that may

be red and look like a strawberry but do not have the wonderful flavor and

intensity of a locally picked in season product.

The cake was good and it was a beautiful presentation, but not as outstanding

as your typical Recipe Tin Eats standards!

Thanks again for all you do!

Ivan

https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-1009735
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=1009735
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REPLY

Sara
MAY 11, 2020 AT 12:21 PM (EDIT)

Thanks for a great recipe. The cake itself tastes so good!

REPLY

Nagi
MAY 11, 2020 AT 4:42 PM (EDIT)

You’re so welcome Sara, I’m so glad you love it! N x

REPLY

lorraine breen
JANUARY 25, 2020 AT 12:48 PM  (EDIT)

HI, absolutly loving all your reciepes. EverythingI have made has been 100%

successful . Today I am making this strawberry cake. It is still in the oven as I

write this. I have forgotton to put the baking powder in…I got slightly

sidetracked…maybe it will now be a strawberry pudding of some kind, I’ll let you

know how it goes. Maybe some salted caramel icecream will go well with it now.

REPLY

Nagi
JANUARY 28, 2020 AT 12:23 PM  (EDIT)

Oh no!!! How did it turn out Lorraine???

REPLY

lorraine breen
JANUARY 28, 2020 AT 2:14 PM  (EDIT)

A flop! 

!

 That one special ingredient cannot be left out. But, chin up, I

made it again and fabulous. I also made your strawberry slice and it was

perfect too. I love all your tried and tested recipes and all the great

helpful comments, thankyou

https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-999030
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=999030
https://www.recipetineats.com/
https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-999132
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=999132
https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-952223
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=952223
https://www.recipetineats.com/
https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-953746
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=953746
https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-953772
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=953772
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REPLY

Aye
SEPTEMBER 5, 2019 AT 9:21 PM (EDIT)

Hi Nagi,

Thanks for the recipe. I tried it this afternoon. I’m not good at baking to be

honest. The cake turned out runny although I followed all steps you mentioned.

Around 40 min, the surface is quite brown (nearly burnt on the side). When I took

it out and removed from mould, it’s very sloppy. But the taste is fabulous! It just

doesn’t look good. Can you suggest where I went wrong?

TIA

REPLY

Nagi
SEPTEMBER 7, 2019 AT 12:25 PM (EDIT)

Hi Aye, sounds like it needed to be in the oven longer – what temperature

did you have the oven at and what type of oven are you using!

REPLY

Julie
AUGUST 16, 2019 AT 5:47 PM (EDIT)

I followed the recipe exactly and this cake took a lot longer to cook, closer to 75

mins in a 22cm tin. Can you please clarify if the 180 degrees you mention is for a

normal oven or fan forced? I notice that you have made this distinction on some

of your other recipes. If I see 180 in a recipe, I usually reduce to 160 for my fan

oven, which is what I did this time. Maybe that’s why it took so long to cook.

REPLY

Nagi
AUGUST 16, 2019 AT 10:04 PM (EDIT)

Hi Julie, where it matters, I will usually specify the different temp – for this

recipe it’s 180 for all ovens – N x

REPLY

https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-873397
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=873397
https://www.recipetineats.com/
https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-874422
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=874422
https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-861719
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=861719
https://www.recipetineats.com/
https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-861856
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=861856
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Carol
AUGUST 2, 2019 AT 2:15 AM (EDIT)

Can I substitute half or all flour with like spelt, or almond, or such?

REPLY

Nagi
AUGUST 3, 2019 AT 5:32 PM (EDIT)

I haven’t tried just yet sorry Carol!

REPLY

Sharon
FEBRUARY 27, 2019 AT 1:01 PM  (EDIT)

Hi Nagi, could I use fresh apples in place of strawberries. If so, would I still need

to toss in cornflour?

REPLY

Nagi
FEBRUARY 27, 2019 AT 5:30 PM  (EDIT)

Hi Sharon, you could but they may not get that jammy type consistency

that strawberries would. I would slice them thin, toss in cornflour and then

fan them out over the base 

☺

REPLY

Amy
OCTOBER 15, 2018 AT 9:06 AM (EDIT)

Whew this looks tasty! And I pretty much have everything besides the yoghurt,

do you think I could use Greek yoghurt instead? Do you think the fruit could be

interchangeable with others, too? Very excited about this

REPLY

https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-852830
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=852830
https://www.recipetineats.com/
https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-853882
https://www.recipetineats.com/wp-admin/comment.php?action=editcomment&c=853882
http://recipetineats/
https://www.recipetineats.com/upside-down-strawberry-cake/comment-page-2/%23comment-727191
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Nagi
OCTOBER 15, 2018 AT 10:43 AM (EDIT)

Gosh yes any type of plain yoghurt is fine in this! 

!

REPLY

Shaki
JULY 13, 2018 AT 6:33 PM  (EDIT)

Nagiii I tried this one and it was a hit

&&

Thankuu very much for the recipe .i

made this for my sister-in-law’s birthday and she was in love with d cake

''

Nagii I hv a small question.

I want to try this recipe with a pineapple.will it work?

REPLY

Nagi
JULY 13, 2018 AT 10:05 PM  (EDIT)

That’s terrific! So pleased you enjoyed this Shaki – N x

REPLY

Einzel
MAY 28, 2018 AT 12:10 AM (EDIT)

Just made this cake, and it was absolutely stunning! We had a leakage problem

unfortunately (our springform pans are old, and luckily we remembered to put a

tray underneath just to be safe), but the cake baked beautifully, and was not

allowed to cool for one and a half hours – my dad demanded we have it for

lunch, and that is what we did. My parents aren’t keen on cooked or baked

strawberries, but both had seconds of this cake, and so did I! Thank you for the

wonderful recipe! It really is luscious and bursting with strawberry flavor, and the

smell… that smell is a siren’s song!

REPLY
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Nagi
MAY 28, 2018 AT 8:50 PM (EDIT)

That’s great to hear Einzel! So pleased you enjoyed this! N xx

REPLY

Nat
MARCH 4, 2018 AT 2:24 PM (EDIT)

Could you use frozen sliced strawberries?

REPLY

Nagi
MARCH 11, 2018 AT 7:52 PM (EDIT)

Sorry Nat, I think they will be too watery for this recipe 

!

REPLY

Mel
NOVEMBER 12, 2017 AT 2:54 PM (EDIT)

Hi Nagi, love your recipes! Yours is my go-to site when I’m in a bind for dinner 

"

just tried out this cake recipe and it’s cooling as we speak. When i first took it out

of the oven there was a moat around my 9” springform. And when I removed the

sides, the jammy bits came oozing out – is that meant to happen? Should I have

waited for the cake to cool more first before releasing? Though I measured out 3

cups berries, it looks a lot more than yours.

Thankfully the cake hasn’t completely collapsed.. I’m hoping it’ll hold together

when I attempt the flip 

!

 Meantime, I’m enjoying the spilly bits with some ice

cream! Hugs to Dozer!

REPLY

Nagi
NOVEMBER 15, 2017 AT 5:40 PM (EDIT)

i Mel! I’m sorry to hear that you had troubles with this – did you use all the

sugar called for the base and the cornflour?? Together they should turn
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OLDER COMMENTS

AS FEATURED ON

“jammy” in the cook time provided. Glad to hear you enjoyed picking at the

oozy jammy bits – and hug will be passed over later, right now, he’s is

raggy and wet… N x

REPLY

Sandy
NOVEMBER 10, 2017 AT 10:07 AM (EDIT)

This is the recipe I need! I bought 18 punnets of strawberries yesterday (long

story) and the kids can only eat so many. 

!

REPLY

Nagi
NOVEMBER 12, 2017 AT 1:11 PM (EDIT)

EIGHTEEN PUNNETS???!!! *She shouts!!*

REPLY

Sandy
NOVEMBER 12, 2017 AT 2:06 PM (EDIT)

I wanted 4 punnets, which was going to cost $2.50 per punnet. But the

fruit market had a special of a whole flat ( 18 punnets) for $10. And they

were nice strawberries, not dodgy ones. So hence I came home with 18

punnets. They’re almost all gone. 

!

The cake was fantastic by the way.

REPLY
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What's for Dinner?
FAS T P R E P.  B I G  F L AVO U R S !
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Beef Enchiladas
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Butter Chicken
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Chinese Chicken Salad
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Salisbury Steak with Mushroom Gravy
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